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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Mario Estrada has contributed to the dictionary with 47 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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aciclar
aciclar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "preening" being its meaning:<br>aciclar: best groom fix

al rededor
Around the Central magnificent: surrounding something example: put the Center oranges and pears around the Central
magnificent ( Orange surrounded by pears )

aliña tu vida
Dress your life : DRESSING : DRESSING : verb common among sailors means FIX YOUR VINE

ate¿rico
ate rico is incorrectly written and it should be written as "asterisk" being its meaning:?<br>It said ate rich, should say this
40 sign name asterisk; * )? is used to indicate that a foot note is a reference to what has been said * or written

cariar
strollers is incorrectly written and it should be written as "caries" being its meaning:<br>decay: by extension strollers,
process necrotico of dentin and enamel

casa televisiva
Casa Televisiva : television signal station

cepelin
cepelin is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Zeppelin" being its meaning:<br>cepelin: best Zeppelin aircraft,
manned airship balloon through engines currently promotional or recreational use

copetencia
copetencia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "competition" being its meaning:<br>the word competition has
how probable meanings the following technical competency, it refers to the ability of a person to play a function.
example: is a doctor very competente.competencia is also the membership of legal to learn or to resolve an issue
specific: example: the Attorney general of federal justiicia is competent to act in the field of crimes against health.

correlatividad
CORRELATIVITY: CORRELATIVE RELATIONSHIP THAT EXISTS BETWEEN ONE THING AND ANOTHER AND A
CAUSAL EFFECT IS TRAFFICKING IN A TERM STATISTICAL PURPOSES

cursiento
Cursiento it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "diarrhea" being its meaning:<br>colloquial equivalent of
diarrhea

disciplinamiento
disciplining: Act to discipline



el cotorino
Cotorino , Best cotorina .  I finish that payroll a piece of clothing that is worn on the torso.  It can be a rhombus with a
hole for the neck and not have sleeves like the jorongo

em breve
em brief is incorrectly written, and should be written as "In brief" being its meaning:<br>EM BRIEF: BEST IN BRIEF
MEANS IN SHORT TERM

faules
faules is incorrectly written, and should be written as "foul" as meaning:<br>Faules castilianization of laa lack of English
word, the faulearon ( by him committed non-)

genaro
GENARO: NAME ITSELF

haznoslo
LET US MAKE IT KNOW TO US

hiperecogenica en mama con signos de fibrosis
refers to an image that denotes density more high the rest of tissues, mammography ( study of ultasonido of a mammary
gland whose presence disgnostica fibrosis nothing serious

hiperecogenica en mama con signos de fibrosis
hiperecogenica: neologism, hyper = super, ECHO = sound rebound. Gene = generator. hyperecogenic tissue of the
body subjected to ultrasound generated yn top bounce of ultrasonic wave

homo vice
VICE HOMO: MAN AS ( AS MAN ) DECLINE LATIN

hostion
hostion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Oyster" being its meaning:<br>hostion if this written properly
refers to a host of large, if you spare him the H refers to a mollusk named oyster.

introducido
INTRODUCED: INSERT, LEAD TO THE INTERIOR

kakan palabras
kakan: language the Argentine Northeast Indo-us

litigios
litigation is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Litigation" being its meaning:<br>litigioDel lat. litigium.1. m.
lawsuit, altercado in juicio.2. m. dispute, contest.



magufadas
magufadas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "MAFUFADAS" as meaning:<br>IT SAYS MAGUFADAS, IT
SHOULD SAY MAFUFADAS MEANS CRAZY PRODUCT SMOKING ANY SUBSTANCE THAT ALTERS THE
PERCEPTION AS MARIJUANA

marco teórico
Theoretical framework: set of theoretical concepts within which will effect action.

megadiablo
Mega devil: tremendous devil, superlative devil

morales
MORALES: PLURAL of MORAL, surname common in Latin America, quality of being inside of the rules: doctrine of the
human act which intended to regulate individual and collective behaviour in relation to good and evil and the duties that
involve.

mugiendo
moaning is incorrectly written and it should be written as "MOOING" being its meaning:<br>GERUND OF MOOING:
DOGS BARKING COWS MUGEN, ARE HUMMING

orientacion sexual
sexual orientation: Act provide counseling and sex education

oza
OSA: someone dares when it is daring, dare, has courage to do something that involves risk commitment sacrifice.

patrimonio cultural
CULTURAL HERITAGE: THAT PART OF THE CULTURE THAT IS HAS INHERIT FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS

piqueos
What are piqueos? However, it is recorded in the official Dictionary of Americanisms (2010) as a use of Peru, Ecuador
and Bolivia, with the senses of "informal food in which various portions of food, appetizers or tapas are taken" and "each
of these portions of food". 14 Mar .  2017https : //elcomercio . EP? spoken-culturedMartha Hildebrandt : the meaning of
"Piqueo" - EL COMERCIO PERU

prosesado
prosesado is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Processed" being its meaning:<br>PROCESSING THAT IT
HAS BEEN COMPLETED YOUR PROCESS

que es comportamental
What behavioral is incorrectly written, and should be written as "BEHAVIORAL" being its meaning:<br>BEHAVIORAL:
BEHAVIOR-RELATED

que significa xunaxi del origen nahualt



is not in nahuatl, in Zapotec. xunaxi = Virgin, treasure

que significa xunaxi del origen nahualt
which means the nahualt origin xunaxi is incorrectly written and should be written as "xunaxi" as meaning:<br>xunani (
zapotecan language, eatado of oaxaca ) signifjcado: Virgin, treasure

que significa xunaxi del origen nahualt
is not in nahuatl, in Zapotec. xunaxi = Virgin, treasure

que significacolin cicatamex
COLIN CICTAMEX: ENGINEER AGRONOMIST SALVADOR SANCHEZ COLIN FOUNDED AN ORGANIZATION
WHOSE ACRONYM ARE CICTAMEX ALTHOUGH IN NONE OF THE PAGES WHICH SPEAK OF THE FOUNDATION
SAID THE MEANING OF THE ACRONYM IF REFERRED TO THE OBJECT OF IT AND IMPROVE ALG SOME
CROPS THAT ARE PRODUCED IN THE STATE OF MEXICO AS THE AHUACATE

recalcular
recalculate: recalculate

reflectividad
Reflectivity : ability to reflect light, 

rodoviario
MODE OF TRANSPORT RODOVIARIO-TERRESTRE .  Land transport is the means of transport that takes place on or
in the earth's crust.  The vast majority of land transports are carried out on wheels, by car and later by trains or the
metro. 

salmodiaba
IT SALMODIABA: I SANG AS THEY SING THE PSALMS IN THE CHURCH

sayoncito
Sayon: Roman soldier of the era of Caesars them sayoncito: diminutive of sayon with derogatory character.  
sayoncito... soldier

ser cosa fina
be fine thing: stand out from the others, meaning double the sentence example: all people are thieves, but the Pink
House are "SEW FINE "   ( are the more robbers among them )

su sauzal
its sauzal is incorrectly written and it should be written as "sauzal" being its meaning:<br>Sauzal: planting of willows

toluca de lerdo
Toluca de nerd de Tejada: political name of the capital of the state of Mexico the religious name is Toluca de San Jose



transversalizar
mainstreaming is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Cross" being its meaning:<br>MAINSTREAMING:
WORD THAT DOES NOT EXIST IN THE SPANISH LANGUAGE IS CONCERNED WITH THE ACT OF PASSING
THROUGH ANY OBJECT


